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student protestors disrupted 
speeches on the status of 
Iranian









By Fred Clements 
SJSU's registration fees are going up. 
The Student Union fee will be 
in-
creased from $10 
to
 $11, beginning in 
the fall 1976 semester. 
An additional fee increase, the AS. 
student association fee, will be for-
thcoming,
 according to Edmund 
Macias, assistant vice-chancellor for 
business 
affairs
 in the chancellor's 
office in Los Angeles. 
The AS. fee increase raises the part-
time student activity fees from $5 to the 
$10 fee currently paid by full-time 
students.
 
Although Chancellor Glenn Dumke 
has not issued the executive order for 
the AS. fee increase yet, Macias said it 
will be issued "in a  few days." 
The proposa. originated in the AS. 
Council in February and was approved 
by President John Bunzel. 
At that time, A.S. President John 
Rico said that the increase was justified 
because the A.S. doesn't discriminate 
between full and
 part-time students in 
the services A.S. offers. 
The proposal 
is designed to allow 
existing A.S. programs to continue 
while not raising fees and hurting the 
bulk 
of students, according to Rico. He 
has estimated that the increase will 
bring the A.S. about $100,000 more per 
year. 
The increase was requested, 
"basically,
 to fight inflation," ac-
cording to Student
 Union director 
Ron  
Barrett. 
"I have no doubt that increases will 
come 
on
 a regular basis in the future," 
Barrett




 scheduled for the 
facility fee $ 3 ) (
 or the service card fee 




A change in the non-resident tuition 
charge has been
 rumored, according to 
lvans, although there has 
been no of-
ficial confirmation
 of an increase. 
Vice-chancellor
 Macias said that a 
proposal  to change the 
structure
 of the 
largest registration 
fee, the student 
activity fee, will be presented to the 
Board of Trustees 
within
 the next few 
months. 
The 
amount  of money students
 pay 
for this fee is currently
 determined by 
the 
number
 of units they are
 taking, 
broken down into four 
groupings. For 
example, students 
enrolled  in four to 7.9 
units pay 
$57 currently for 
the student 
activity  fee while those 
taking eight to 
11.9 units 
pay  $63. 
Under 
the new proposal, students 
taking six units or 
less will pay one 
amount 
and those taking more than 
six  





























 Mitford talk 
By John C. Hayes 
A loud shouting demonstration 
against a featured speaker on 
political  
prisoners in Iran did not prevent an 
address on the status of 
those  prisoners 
Tuesday night in the S.U. Ballroom. 
The program, sponsored by the 
Committee for Artistic and Intellectual 
Freedom in Iran ( 
CAIFI  ), was 
disrupted by shouts
 and whistles for 
more than 80 minutes by members of 
the Iranian Students Association ( ISA). 
Daniel Ellsberg, Jessica Mitford and 
Eric Luse 
Kay Boyle and 









Liz  Santos 
A downward trend in the flu syn-
drome on campus is 
expected to con-
tinue through the 
next two weeks and 
the outbreak 
should
 fade by the end of 
the month, according to Dr. Ernest 
Elmore, 
staff  physician at SJSU Health 
Services. 
The flu is not epidemic
 on campus, 
but Health Services statistics fail to 
indicate the number of persons
 actually 
affected,
 Elmore said. The majority of 
students do not usually seek treatment 




Thirty-one cases of flu and 113 upper 
respiratory infection cases were 
reported
 through March 12, a 
significant drop from last month. A 
total of 102 flu
 and 246 upper respiratory 
infection cases were reported at Health 
Services during February. 
Seventy-five per 
cent of campus flu 
specimens coming back from the virus 
laboratory have been identified as Type 
A Victoria, a variant strain 
of Hong 
Kong flu first isolated in Australia last 
year, Elmore said. 
Symptoms of Victoria
 flu include high 
fever, headache, general muscular 
aches, chest pains and a strong chest 
cough. 
Elmore said the student population is 
basically
 younger and more resistant to 
flu than the general population, and 
students recover  in a few days with 
relatively few complications. 
Faculty and administrative staff at 
SJSU have also been hit by flu and viral 
illnesses. 
Although statistics on faculty ab-
senteeism are unavailable, several 
departments have reported high rates 
of faculty absenteeism this month. 
Faculty absenteeism was reportedly 
high in the Music, English, Psychology 
and Biology 
departemnts.  The 
Registrar's Office and Library also 
reported personnel
 shortages due to 
illness.
 
In addition to the flu, there has also 
been an upward 
swing in the number of 
student throat cultures positive for 
strep infections in the past five weeks. 
Type A responsible 
The virus responsible for 75 per cent 
of flu cases reported among
 the general 
county population is also Type A Vic-
toria, with some cases identified as 
Type B Hong Kong flu,
 no relation to the 
deadly 
Hong  Kong flu that hit the nation 
eight years ago, Dr. Mary H. Clark, 
chief of preventive medicine for Santa 
Clara County, reported. 
County health officials declared a flu 
epidemic last 
Monday
 as school ab-
senteeism jumped to 
10 per cent, double 




 were down with flu, 
colds and other viral illnesses. 
Applying the 10 
per  cent school ab-
senteeism  rate to 
the total county 
population, Clark estimated that some 
100,000 persons could 
possibly  be suf-
fering 





 29 flu -related deaths have 
been  recorded in Santa Clara 
County
 
since Feb. 12. Three flu -related 
deaths 
have occurred 








From all indications the 
Victoria flu 
has peaked 
this week as Clark 
predicted,
 Rylander said, will 
dissipate  
by the end of 
the month. Clark said the 
Type  B Hong Kong flu is not expected to 
peak
 until mid -April and
 should trail off 
by the end of 
next month. 
Clark, who is expected to be out 
of her 
office all week 
with the flu, cautions 
against early 
return to work or school 
as the virus can easily
 force a relapse if 
not allowed 
















 manager, was sitting in 
his
 sunny office one day 
worrying 
about the sky
-rocketing  costs of fuel, 
when he 
realized that sunlight was 
freeand  that the university might 
be
 
able to use it for 
heating.  
He asked





one of the 























has  now resulted 
in "Project 
Helios," a $125,000
 solar hot water 
heater for 
Hoover,




 pilot project for what 
Schooler, Aitken
 and others hope 
will  





According to Schooler's assistant, 
Housing Director Cordell Koland, 
"Aitken did some research and said 
the idea was 
possible." 
What happened next was a "selling 
job" that 
rippled
 up the chain of 





 of the project by the 
chancellor's office
 in Los Angeles. 
Walter 
Valen,  business operations
 
officer, said Aitken, 
Schooler  and 
Koland "sold- him on the idea.
 
"I was highly skeptical
 at first, but 
the
 individual who developed 
the 
proposal, Dr. Aitken, 
is one of the top 
ten 
solar  heating 
experts
 in the 
nation."  
Second in a 
series  
With Valen supporting the idea, the 
four approached Glen Guttormson, 
director of business affairs, who 
added his approval. 
The next step 
was  to approach the 
chancellor's office in Los Angeles. 
-We did a real selling job down 
there," Valen said, "I think Professor 
Aitken has to be congratulated for his 
role." 
According to Valen, Aitken was the 
person who made the difference in 
getting the proposal funded. 
Valen explained that Aitken's 
figures on cost were checked and 
double-checked by "the engineering 
department here and experts in the 
chancellors office. According to 
Valen, Aitken's
 figures were not only 
right but proved to be very con-
servative. 
The  chancellor's office 
responded  
by giving SJSU 





 first idea to the 
chancellor's 





worked  hard to 
keep 
the proposal
 a secret. 
"We didn't






about  the 
project  in the 
paper,  and 
think  that we 
were 




Valen  said. 
He 
explained 
that  they 



























told  the 
Daily  that 





































































































































explained  that 
the federal 
government  would 
probably not allow
 


























































gains  for 
both
 the 












































 if the 
project 
works 









said,  "We 
hope
 to ex-
















 West Hall, and 
the
 Student Union. 
We
 also Nom plans 
for the new 
campus
 library.** 
Kay Boyle spoke with the aid of a 
loudspeaker over the chants and shouts 
of the ISA. The featured speaker, Dr. 
Reza Baraheni, a poet and former 
political prisoner, did not 
appear 
because of an alleged threat to his life. 
Pledged disruption 
Members of the ISA said 
the  death 
threat was not made by anyone from its 
organization, but said the threat was a 
CAIFI tactic to discredit the ISA. 
CAIFI 
members
 deny the allegation. 
The ISA 
had pledged to disrupt 
the  
meeting, claiming 
Baraheni  is "an 
agent
 of the Shah's regime" and
 a 
"traitor." 
Baraheni is speaking 
throughout the United 
States on behalf 
of political
 prisoners in Iran. 
The ISA believes Baraheni was 
allowed
 to leave Iran because he had 
agreed to work for the Shah. They say 
that he was never really a political 
prisoner, but was set up to look like one. 
Prevented entrance 
He 
has been the subject of similar 
demonstrations at other
 speeches. 
Some 325 persons 
attended
 the speech 
including
 75 to 80 ISA demonstrators. 




 the S.U. ballroom 
and 
pounded on the wall 
chanting,  "Let the 
Iranian 
Students in." 
They had been 
prevented from 
coming in by security guards but were 
admitted  later. 
Security included 
armed  and 
plainclothed  policemen as well as some 
50 student monitors. The podium had 
been barricaded by tables and 
unauthorized persons were not allowed 













 placed on 
the chairs by 
CAIFI.
 Others 








When Asher Harr, a member of the  
International Longshoreman and 
Warehouseman's Union, stepped to the 
podium the ISA started shouting and 
continued to do so throughout all the 
talks.
 
Ellsberg  at one time threatened to 
leave but eventually relented and 
delivered his address.
 
"We are here because of the people 
who are being murdered by the 
Shah," 
said 




He described the creation of the 
present regime in 
1953 as the work of 
the CIA. The United States, he said, is 
"anxious to avoid criticism 
of
 the Shah 
of 
Iran." 
Ellsberg also criticised U.S. foreign 
policy and arms sales to the Middle 
East.
 "We must recognize our 
responsibility  for regimes that torture 
political prisoners," he added. 
His most strident criticism, however, 
was reserved for shouting ISA 
demonstrators. 
"I read this kind of thing was sup-
ported by the White House, SAVAK (an 
Iranian
 police agency) and the CIA," 
he said. "Those who work for the Shah 
and the CIA can be identified by those 
who do 
not  want to hear criticism of the 
Shah." 
Blasts police 
The next speaker was author 
Jessica
 
Mitford, a former professor at SJSU 
who read parts of a 
pamphlet the ISA 
had 
distributed
 prior to the speech. 
When that failed to quiet the demon-
strators she said, "It's
 your leaflet I'm 
reading, you silly things." 
Mitford was followed
 by novelist Kay 
Boyle, a professor at San Francisco 
State. 
She blasted the "brutal police 
force which brings shame on the United 
States" as 
well
 as President Ford's 
refusal to pressure the Shah on the 
issue of Iran's 40,000 political prisoners. 
Favors realse 
Boyle was appearing on behalf of the 
Amnesty International organization,  a 
group that works for the release of 
political prisoners throughout the 
world.  
Their current cause is that of Iranian 
sociologist Vida Tabrizi, an Iranian 
sociologist  who was arrested in 1972. 
"Her crime is our crime," Boyle said. 
"We are the foreign nation that put the 
Shah on 
















 Shops Board of Direc-
tors 
voted 7-2 to keep Coors
 Beer in the 
Spartan Pub at its 
meeting yesterday, 
despite  a 
request 
to remove
 it by 
the 
Pub  manager, Mike 
Emerick. 
A controversy 
arose  when the Adolph 
Coors 
Co. of Golden, Colorado 
was 
accused
 of failing to 
adhere to af-
firmative 
action  policies. 
A 
boycott of the Pub 
by the Coors 
Boycott 







presentation  to 
the
 board 
Emerick  said, 
"This  has to be a 
home  
for SJSU 
students."  He questioned 
the 
reason 







 so they 
have a 
sense  of community,
 he added. 
"I want 
Coors out for a trial 
period  
because  I want to know 









business  declines after 
the removal
 of Coors, then it 
would  be 
reinstated.  
"We have 










He was referring to 
the day to day 
customer and







in San Jose 
was  Dick 
Campodonico.  He 
reported
 on a public 
relations release 




stated  that a 
citizens  







efforts  of the Coors 
Co. to open a 
new era of good 
relations  with the 
Mexican -American
 community, and 
recommended
 an end to a boycott of 
Coors beer. 
Campodonico was 
supposed  to make 
the
 names of the 95 organizations 
known to the board upon their request 
at




 said he spoke to Manuel Fierro, 
president





('itizens,  on 
Tuesday, but was uaable 
to acquire the 
names until later
 this week. 
Memo told Campodonico that the 
boycott is 
unfounded.  There were 
problems in that area ( discrimination) 
in the 
60's
 but not in the 70*s. 
"I feel for his ( Wineroth's) position. 
He is in between two groups, Coors and 
the 
CBC. 
"I don't understand the motives of 
the boycott. All I hear is 
generalizations. Coors Co. is sexist and 
racist. The answer is in fact not 
statistics," Campodonico explained. 
Pub for 
students  
"The Pub is there to serve the in-
terest of the students,"
 Ken Yeager. 
student board member, said. 
Those who are not boycotting the Pub 
have 
been accomodated. The Coors side 
has had the benefit of the doubt, he 
continued. 
J. Michael Gonzales, CBC spokes-
man, suggested that certain things be 
questioned.  "Over 1,000
 
Mexican' 
American students are not going into 
the Pub," he said. 
However the board was unwilling to 
take 
Coors out because they have 
no 
cold, hard facts on 
the  discriminatory 
practices. 
They also want to know the 




 come to 
the  point of 
whipping a dead horse," Rich Thawley, 
board chairman, added. 
Fishing  
limit  
MONTEREY Al' About 50 
commercial fishermen have called for 
quick enactment of a 200 -mile offshore 
fishing liniit and federal subsidies for 
fishing boats. 
The fishermen joined in a two-da 




and recreational fishing interests to aid 
Congress in 





 But this 






That's  crummy David." 
"I know Ricky. Then 
the little man 
told me a really
 weird thing. He said
 
Richard  Nixon would be 
president." 
"Who's Richard Nixon, David?" 
"You know, he's that 
guy they call 
'Tricky Dick.' He's
 the vice president."
 




 right Ricky. But this Nixon 
guy is going to be 
crooked. And so is the 
guy 
that's vice presidentI
 think his 
name's 
Agnes  or something like that." 
"That's weird, David." 
"I know, Ricky. 
Anyway,  they throw 
out both these guys because they're 
crooked." 
"Then  who's the president, David?" 
"I don't know, 
Ricky.  I guess no one 
is." 
"That's weird, David." 



























might  be 
in
 





short  I 250 
words
















 5 p.m. 
Monday 
through Friday
 or by mail. 
The 
Daily reserves 
the right to 
(slit  for 
length,








dress and phone 
number.  
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"I had the 





David?  What was it about?" 
"I dreamed this 
little  man with a red. 
white and blue 
hat told me it 
was  1976 
He 
said he was the 
bicentennial  fairy." 
"That's




"Yeah, I know 
Ricky.  But he said he 
was coming to warn me." 
"Warn
 you, David?" 
"Yeah, 
warn me. He told me the 
craziest things. He 
said
 this handsome 
young





He said his name was 
Connally or Kennedy
 or something 
Irish 
like
 that. And he said 
someone  
would 











man told me 
this man from 
Texas with 
a big 




would  be a big war 




 march in the 
streets 
yelling  terrible 
things
 about the 
president." 
"Young 





"Yeah,  I know 
Ricky.
 Anyway, he 
said the 
brother  of the 
president  that 












 Joyce Lane 
Hie 
Department  of Agriculture has
 
been trying to get 
Americans
 to eat 
more 
peanuts becuase of this season's 
bumper crop of the nut. 
The obvious answer 
is to start a 
massive 
public  service 
advertising  
campaign promoting 
peanut  butter. 
Peanut  butter: because
 most peanuts 
are  consumed in 
that




advertising  because there
 are 
so 
many reasons why 
everyone should 




 stress that 
peanut butter




enough protein to be 






ones hair more shiny.
 
Eating  more peanut 
butter would 
boost the gross 
national product and 
would 
help












Also, if you are 

















growing peanuts was once Farmer 
Carter's main occupation.  
Peanut butter is a truly American 
food and can be eaten to celebrate the 
bicentennial- especially with white 
bread with strawberry jam. 
Peanut butter goes with almost 
everything, so there is no problem in 
getting rid of it once you've got it. 
If your kids won't eat it, remind them 
of all the starving children in India who 
would sell their parents 
for a peanut 
butter and jelly sandwich. 
There are also household uses for it. 
You can use it to get gum out of your' 
hair or give it away as a 
gift. 
The only 
American  thing to do is buy 
more  peanut butter. If we don't eat it, 
our government might consider selling 
it to the 
Russians.  








I would like to respond to the article 
concerning
 "Miracles in Morris 
Dailey."
 
During  a 
certain















































































claim this healing. 
My friend, who sat next to the
 seat 
where I had been, felt a glowing 
presence next to her. To those who 
wonder about this unclaimed 
disease 
and to all of you), I want to coufirm to 
you that Jesus touched 
me,  and I am 
healed of hypoglycemia!
 
This is witness to the fact that 
God's 
power is not limited by time and space. 
Peggy Bailey 
Health


































































 by the 
Committee
 for 










































 at the top
 of their 
voices  for 
more












the  obvious arrogance, 
organizers agreed to 
allow  
the ISA leader to have 






unfortunately,  the 
protestors  refused 
the  offer and 
continued their
 harassment, saying
 they preferred 
to speak 
prior 
to the start 
of
 the meeting. 
This 
anger,  though, was 
intensified  by 
CAIFI's
 refusal to 
allow any ISA members
 to enter the S.U. 
Ballroom  before the 
meeting began. 
It was only at the approval of 
the university police that the 
meeting
 was turned 
open
 to the protesters.
 
The police permitted 
the protesters to enter only under the 
condition that a 











Ignoring the rights 
of those who had come
 to speak and 
listen,  the protesters obviously 
intended
 to disrupt the 
meeting  and agitate CAIFI members and 
supporters.  
A loud P.A. system 
was used, but only the first 
10 rows of 
listeners benefited. 
But the protestors inconsideration was not only limited to 
CAIFI  speakers. Chicano
 representatives who favor a wider 
investigation of the Danny Trevino killing were also shouted 
down. 
The situation could have worsened if the police had 
removed the agitators, but CAIFI 
organizers did not, thank-
fully, request such action. 
Protesters 
countered by 
accusing  the 
speakers  of being 




this chargeperhaps untrueenough 
reason  to deny 
Daniel Ellsberg and 




We think not. 





 right does not extend to the point where they 
compromise the rights of 
others to be heard. 
The 
first  amendment to the constitution applies to 
everyone






 toilet tank 
By Robert Burns 
Something very 
strange and very 
sinister 
is
 happening to the
 American 
people. Every 
day  millions of them 
are 
being 
whisked  out of 
reality






the land of the
 TV commercial. 
It is a very 
wondrous  land where 
midgets go 
boating in your 
toilet and 
cats sing praises
 of their food. 
The Propagandonians 
lead  a life of 
misconceptions.
 They are a race 
of 
stereotypes, hiding




 fear that 
makes  
the turtle 







tolerating  repulsive 
children  and 
clodish  husbands.
 One woman 
has  her 
competency




 to the 
housekeeper 
because
 she lets her 
kids  
brush 
with  "that funny 





Bad coffee is a 
plague
 and the only 
one who can cure it is that good fairy, 
Mrs. Olsen. 
The men of Propagandonia are just 
as odd. 
They
 groan, grunt and complain 
about the food, the job, and kids, the 
dog and 
anything  else that can be cured 
by giving the wife 
enough money to buy 
the right product. 
One of these men, a Mr. Goodwin, 
lives in his store so he can convince
 all 
the locals
 to use Crest toothpaste. But 
since his friends always buy 
Crest, why 
does he stock other brands of tooth -
Editor's
 perspective 
paste? Does he sell 
the other brands to 
people




enemies  with terminal 
tooth  decay. 
In Propagandonia,
 kinkiness is not an 
occasional  disorder but an 
epidemic. 
One  man "comes
 home to the range," 
while 
another
 offers to 
"shake-up"
 his 
irl's mouth in the 
middle  of a roller 
rink. 
Saccharine
 innocence coats these 
people. A 
woman  in a laundromat 
doesn't 
flinch when a 
middle-aged  man 
offers
 $50 for her 
blouse
 and then 
proceeds to whip out
 his scissors and 
snip
 it apart. 
But for Americans,
 the journeys intO 
Propagandonia  are short and reality 
returns after only a 
few minutes. 
And 
speaking of reality, I 
just 
remembered Marcus 
Welby has to 












of two student 
organizations, both seeking
 support for 
political prisoners
 in Iran, have clashed 
verbally  for the third time 
during  this 
school year. The 
most recent outbreak 
was Tuesday night. 
As in the 
past,  a deep concern for the 
politics of Iran and the 
estimated
 40,000 













 in Iran 
( CAIFI I are opposed to that country's 
rulerthe Shah
 of Iranand his
 way of 
handling dissidents. 
The ISA was formed




Its  membership at SJSU 
is 
estimated to be 
100. The group is 
strictly 
political and is 
made  up of 
mostly Persian
-speaking  students, 
although 
"anybody who opposes the 
regime" can be a 
member. The Shah 
reportedly  outlawed the ISA in 1971. 
CAIFI 
started nationally in 1973; a 
chapter started here last fall. 
Its 
membership
 at SJSU is estimated at 15 
"active" members. The 
group  is made 
up 
of mostly English-speaking 




It is not only concerned 
with  Iranian politics, but with 
"human 
rights of 
Iranian people and its in-
tellectuals." 




dictatorial regime and uses 
medieval torture on 
those  who oppose 
his
 one-man government. 
The ISA and CAIFI also believe that 
when the Shah came 
into power in 1953, 
it was 
with the help of the 
CIA. They 
also 








 supported this; 
others  have 
contradicted
 some of those 
claims.  
If both 
groups agree on 
major  policy 
points,  then why 
did the ISA 
shout  and 
whistle  for an hour 
and
 a half at the 
S.U. Ballroom 
Tuesday night in 
an
 




"Repression  in 
Iran?"
 
The question centers 





 poet and literary 
critic. 
CAW! 
claims that, through letter
 




 it was able 
to 
apply pressure




reported  to have 
spent 
102 days as a political







Following his release 
from prison,














ISA  spokesmen claim the 
Shah  would 
not let Baraheni 








The ISA labels 




 agent sent here 
to give a 
false and watered 
down version of the 
political





political  prisoner has 
given 
in" to the torture, 
an ISA spokesman 
said.
 If a person gives in,




throw the Shah. 
CAIFI rebuts 
this
 by saying 
Solzhenitsyn
 has not been labeled
 a 
KGB agent and 
says
 it has documen-
tation 
proving its belief 
in
 Baraheni to  
be true. 






next  to impossible. 
And, if it happens,
 
the accuracy
 of the 
information  is 
looked at skeptically. 
The 
confusion 




undoubtedly,  until 
there  is an 
independent  
investigation  of 
the
 inner workings
 of the Shah
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By Pam Cronin 
Reading, writing and 
arithmethic, taught to the 
tune of 
a hickory stick... 
This song was written in 
1907 but its 
theory still 
ap-
plies today. If one 
examines  
the reading and writing 
ability of a recent high 
school
 graduate, it may be 
found that he was 
taught  
reading and writing to the 
tune of a hickory stick and 
nothing 
else. 
"We can't assume they 
have any 
knowledge






 of the 
English 
Skills  Program, 
said  
of




help  in 
writing basic











The center is open 
from
 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m.
 weekdays. 





 departments on 
campus and a $2,000 
allocation  from the 
university the ESP staff
 was 
enlarged to help the campus-
at -large 









Problems handled at the 
center 
range from spelling, 






proofreading instruction and 
research  paper style and 
format. 
Twelve tutors and three 
instructors 
teach  in the 
service, and they approach 
the problems through 
positiveness.
 
A sight, sound and touch 
method is 
used for students 
who have spelling problems. 
Jacobs said. 
A student must see 
a word 
in left to right order, 
pronounce the word so sight 
and sound matches and 
check spelling through 
proofreading, he continued. 
"The hell with 
rules,"  
Jacobs announced. 
"We believe a 
person  can't 
just learn from a book. If he 
had he would not 
bø here." 
The center accomodates 
students
 on a drop-in or 
referral basis. An instructor 
may identify a 
student's  
problem and
 refer him to the 
center. 
The 
first  step the
 tutor 
takes is to 
help a student
 pick 
out individual blind spots. 
Aid covers everything 
Along 
with helping a 
student with the basic 
mechanics
 of sentence 
structure, tutors explain the 
differences  among 
analyzing, describing and 
explaining. 
"Interaction is most im-
portant," Jacobs explained. 
Most students are handled on 
a one to one basis. 
Occasionally a small group 
is formed when students 
have similar problems.
 
Many times a student 
starts writing a paper and 
does not know 
what  the 
assignment is, he said. 
Students
 from almost 





Discussing the English Skills Program 
are tutors and instruc-
tors 
IL
 to RI Paula Bell, Sterling Warner, Sandy Ratabaugh,
 
business, journalism and 
physical sciences, utilize the 
drop-in 
service.  
When a student first comes 
to the center an exercise is 
given to get a sample of his 
writing and see where help is 
needed most, Dr. Larry 
Tjernell, co-director of ESP, 
said. 
However, a student can't 
come  in with a paper due 




The tutors "speak to a 
specific problem and teach 
what they 
(students) need to 
learn,"
 Tjernell said. 
Mechanical aid 
Along 
with  the tutor a 
student may 
supplement  
learning with audio-visual 
and 
programmed  tapes. 
Jacobs said he sees a 
direct correlation between 
poor reading 
and  poor 
Alex Lange and Ingrid Lopes. 
writing.  
"In a democracy 
if we 
can't read 
and write then 




When Jacobs began a 
remedial
 English program 
at 
SJSU 12 years ago 
students realized they didn't 
use 
English  well. 
Today, he said, they don't 
even









boyfriend  OF 
mother 
may  have 
been  doing 
the 













He called this 
a "national 
scandal" 
and said in this
 
way  our society















help, Kyle Scrivner at the Speech Pathology
 and Audiology
 Clinic. 
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By Stephani Cruickshank 
"Say fun." 
"Fun." 
"Say it again." 
Such 
conversation is 
typical of that heard in the 
SJSU Speech Pathology and 
Audiology Clinic where 111 
patients from the com-
munity are currently being 
treated. 
The clinic helps patients 
who have a hearing loss, 
stuttering, voice or language 
problems, said Dr. 
Katharine Butler, director of 
the clinic. 
Eighty-three upper 
division and graduate speech 
pathology 
and audiology 
students work with the 
patients as part of their 
graduation requirements, 
said Butler. 
The students are super-
vised by ten faculty mem-
bers, she added. 
"We provide 
assessment 
and evaluation," Butler said, 
"which is usually done with a 








 they want to 
come," including 
Gilroy  and 
San Francisco, said Mary 
Ann 
Christman,  clinic 
coordinator. 
Most patients spend 
one 
semester in diagnostic 
testing before 
they






students enter the 
program 
immediately  since 
they 






minimum  of 300 




work from 45 
to 150 therapy hours off 
campus 
in addition to 
student teaching, she added. 
The clinic, located in SD 
215, is open from 





said she enjoys 
working with patients 
because "it makes







By Jim Jones 
Incumbents are not run-
ning for re-election to at 
least five of the  10 SJSU 
Academic  Senate seats this 
semester. 
The terms of two of SJSU's 
three seats 
on
 the statewide 
senate also expire this 
semester. One of the in-
cumbents, Dr. David Elliot, 
speech-communications, is 
running for re-election. 
However, Dr. David 
Newman, Counseling Center 
director, is 






























Next Grope Presentation 





















 Newman's old 


















 of the 
SJSU 





against Elliot is 
Dr. Allan Kahn, associate 
professor of natural 
science. 
Elliot is currently vice-

















woman: Dr. Dennis 
Chaldecott,
 English; and 





 the local 
academic senate are 
ap-
portioned among the 
university's schools in pro-
portion to the number of 
teaching faculty in each one. 
Instructors run
 only for 




bers may vote only on 
the 
seats within their schools. 
Candidates are
 running for 
every open seat, with the 
exception of one position 
representing the School of 
Humanities and Arts, now 
occupied by Chaldecott. 
Deadline 
postponement  
Actording to Senator 
Christiane 
Cook,  the March 4 
deadline
 for declaring 
candidacy will 
probably be 
postponed  until someone 
comes forward
 to serve in 
that seat. She said a special 
election
 for 















Two of the new senate
 
terms will be for
 only one 
year,
 filling out the time of 
two senators who are 
leaving  
their positions
 short of their 
three-year tenure. 
Young, present senate vice 
chairwoman, will vacate her 
School of 
Social
 Science seat 
to take 
over
 the chair of the 







 can no 
longer 
represent a 
school  while 
holding 
that position. A 
new 
senator





his School of Science seat in  




































Dept.  Mon 
9-22-75
 9:30 - 5pm 
good that you've actually 
taught them something that 
they never knew before." 
Senior student Nancy 
Hellyer agreed saying, "it's 








The clinic has a minimal 
charge of $20 to cover the 
cost of equipment, Butler 
said, although 
the fee is 
waived in certain cases. 
"What
 we really do, I 
think, is serve those people 
that wouldn't
 get any 
treatment  otherwise," she 
said, 
referring  to the low 
cost.  
The program is popular as 
is evidenced by 
the  60 patient 
waiting list and the closed 
enrollment 
for the M.A. 
degree program
 for fall '76. 
Patients, 
who  range in age 
from six months to 
mid -
seventies,
 receive therapy at 
least twice a week 
for  30 to 60 
minutes,
 Butler said. 
However, adults 




 of one 






 can attend 
"for  as long as they need it," 
she  said. 
The clinic is unique, Butler 
said, in that 
it is one of the 





 said the 
clinic's  
code of ethics is 




someone will be cured." 
However,
 almost all 
patients improve
 some, she 
said.  
Dr. Duane Gish presents a 






Morris Dailey Auditorium. 
Sponsored by Chi Alpha, 




Mike Zaddich speaks on 
"TMChristian Perspe-
ctive" at 7 p.m. today at the 
Intervarsity 
Meeting
 of the 
Campus
 Christian Center, 
corner of 10th and




Tom Hayden for 
Senate Co -Operative, 
sponsored by the 
Campus 
Progressives, meets at 8 

















Dr. Joel Primack 
speaks  
on "Nuclear Reactor 
Safety" at 
4 p.m. tomorrow 
in room S 258 of the Physics 
Department on 
Fourth 
Street. Primack teaches at 
C.C. Santa Cruz and 
is co-
author of "Advice and 
I hssent." 
SOO 
The SJSU Black Pre-Law 
Students meet 














 the Fifth Annual 
Chicano graduation. 














 will be 
picked  up. 
 
Non-resident students who 
feel
 they may qualify as 
residents for tuition pur-
poses must request re-
classification. 
Forms are 




terested in training 
full-time  
as FAA air traffic. con-
trollers should register with 
the Cooperative 
Education 









major, was last week's first 
place winner in the Second 
Annual Photo Identification 
Contest. 
Runners
 up in the contest, 
which will run for six weeks 
in the Spartan Daily,
 were: 
Michael Chambers, business 
administration; Roger 
Dudnick, history; Derek 
Sakazaki, aeronautics, and 
Elaine Jewell, undeclared. 
In the contest,
 sponsored 
by the Spartan Daily ad-
vertising 
department, a 
contestant must locate the 
bracketed letters in 
the ads 
on the contest page and 
discover a clue 
word or 
words, anagram style. 
The contestant should then 
identify  the photo, answer 
the tie breaker question and 
turn in the completed entry 

















 receive a lunch
 for 
two  at the 
Wooden  Nickel, 
2505 the 
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BAPTIST CHURCH memnmf. 
Sunday, March 21 
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Kite 

























































ad may be used 
per ride. 
Off,'' good 














































The Bicentennial Youth 
Festival will feature bands 
and choirs of the East Side 
Union 
High  School District at 
8:30 tonight at the San Jose 
Center for the Performing 
Arts. 
Admission is free. For 






Mexican variety show, will 
be presented at 1 p.m.
 and 7 
p.m. Friday at the San Jose 
Montgomery Theatre. 
The show is sponsored by 
El Centro Cultural de la 
Gente de San Jose. 
Tickets are $3 in advance 







 of Southern 
California's Trojan Chorale 
will present a concert at 






 and the 
public is invited. 
Rock
 
Pat Paulsen and Father
 
Guido Sarducci will be per-
forming at the 
Brewery






charge is $4. 
The
 Brewery is 
located at 











Band at 9:15 
tonight.  There 
as no cover charge. 
The Gary Smith Band is 
scheduled to peform at Andy
 
Capp's Tavern, 157 W. El 
Camino. Sunnyvale, at 9 
tonight.  
The cover charge is $1. 
The Les Dudek Band and 
the Carrie
 Nation Band will 
peform at the Bodega, 30 
South Central,
 Campbell, at 
9:30 tonight. 
The cover charge is $2. 
Circle Star 
Bobby Vinton and Jack 
Albert have a four
-day 
engagement at the Circle 





Tickets are from $3.50 to 







"El Rio Y La 
Muerte"  
( The River and Death), a 
film by the Spanish director 
I ,uis Bunuel, will be shown at 
7 
tonight in Education Room 
100. 
Admission is free. 
Camera One 
"The Manchu Egale," 
"Steelyard Blues" and 
"Take
 the Money and Run" 
will show at the Camera One 
Theatre, 366 S. 
First St., 
tonight and tomorrow 
evening. 
The theater opens at 6:45 
p.m. and admission is 
91.50  
for 













 C,n lose 
(between Santa







with  10% 
DISCOUNT
 on all 
merchandise  
till  3/28 
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will  be shown 
at
 the 
San  Jose Art 
League,
 482 S. 
Second  St., through
 March 
30. 
Gallery  hours are 








will  show at the 
Charles 
Gabbani  Gallery, 


















the  University 
of 
Tehran,
 Iran, will be 




 Ave., Santa 
Clara, 
through
 March 21. 
Museum  hours are 
12:30 to 
4:30 p.m. 
Tuesday  though 
Friday 







 'Hie  Buffalo 
Brothers  
Band" 
will  play Saturday
 
night, March 20,
 at the 
Spartan







"International  Disco Night"
 
next door in 
the Satellite 
Room, the Pub 
will
 remain 
open and have live en-
tertainment.
 
Put on by 
Family
 Limited, 
a student group, the Disco
 
Night 
will feature a live
 
band, 
not discos ( records). 
The charge for the Disco
 
Night is $1.50. 
Both activities will 
run  











Roller  is a con-
cerned 
























group  is 




























































 views on the 
initiative. 
Roller worked for the 
SJSU chapter of 
Project  















However,  Roller 
said that 
with the use








accept  and 
notice 
the 




















stated she heard 
a 
little about the 
Nuclear  Safe-
guards Initiative
 before she 
got 
involved in Project 
Survival and 
that
 her father 
Don Novello, alias "Father Guido 
Sarducci," will bring his Vatican Gos-
sip Column" 
to
 the Brewery tonight 




his  job 
at 
General









 family is 
now  




about  the 
politics of the






















 playei s live
 on $15 
per 
week and stay 
in people's 
homes 









"gotten a lot of 
help  from our 
parents." 
The group 


















 as a comedian 
on "The New Smothers 
Brothers 






club recital today 
The works of two SJSU 
composition students
 will be 
featured in a 2:30 p.m. 
recital today in the Music 
Building concert hall. 
Billy Rudock and Zoe 
Hazleton, both students of 
noted 
American  composer 
Lou Harrison, are seniors in 
music. 
Their works were included 
in a recent SJSU Glee Club 
tour. 
The  Glee Club, the 
Camerata Singers, guitar 








The recital will 
open
 with 
Rudock's  piano 
work, 
"Corriente." The first half of 
the program will also feature 
his "A Oleander Suite," and 
















Thru  1971 
Most 
Things,  









Dwell,  new 
Bosch 










1713 ANGELA ST 






& Line Boring 
293-4619
 



















 Hazleton's, "Jubilate 
Deo," will be sung 






Rudock will also 
play 
"Serenade,"  her 
composition





 piece "Dusk to 
Dawn" 
will be sung by the 




 Irene Liu will play 
Rudock's
 "Dedication," a 
piece Rudock wrote for his 





 "The Whole 
Bright World," also per-
formed by the Glee Club,
 
under the baton 
of Donald 
lianeke, 
an SJSU music 
lecturer. 





 and local 








Put  a 





Sink your feet into
 Levi's leathers and get 
more  wear per foot. Comfort your soles 
with ours. Step on a pair. We've got shoes 
to boots and sizes to 











































feast is on! Imagine getting 2 meals 
for the price of one. It is now possible 
with the all new restaurant special made 
for a student's budget. The 
International  
Dinner Club is offering 
to you a coupon 




Mouth watering foods like the ones 
pictured above, 
plus lasagna, burritos 
and much more.... 





budget.  And the price is only 
$2.95.  
(The





So take advantage 
of this savings today 
by filling out 
the coupon below. 
You can 
double your pleasure this weekend for 












 Suite 100 










































 are the 
result
 of a 
group 























word  on nuclear power to 
other students
 in California. 
She  said she never thought
 
she 
would  ever 
get  involved 
in a production 











 plans to 














"Six Senses," an exhibit of 
the works 
of six local women 
artists, will run at the 
Sunny-
vale Creative Arts Center, 
550 Remington Dr., 
from  
Friday through April 17. 
There will be a reception 
honoring the artists
 from 7 to 
9 p.m. tomorrow at the 
gallery. 
All six artists have at-




wall hangings are included
 
in the exhibit. 
Judy Ptak,
 whose pastel 
grid drawings are in the 
exhibit, is an 
art senior, and 
Salli Wiley, 

























 will be 
presented
 at 7:30 p.m.
 today 
and 8 p.m. 



































































Sell  youi car, ind a typist, 
buy 
a stereo, find homes for your
 kittens, 
patch up your 
love
 affair... 
do it all with 
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Par I tun, Itch) .0..inted for 
twenty-five
 students to help 
introduce the STUDENT MEAL 
offer  to 


















Miko," the chosen suc-
cessor to mime great Marcel 
Marceau,
 will bring his 
debut American tour to San 
Jose 
for a single show 
next  
week. 
The deaf and dumb Polish 
mime, whose real name is 
Bronislaw Machalski, will be 
appearing at 8 
p.m.  March 29 
at the Center for the Per-
forming Arts. 
Well known in Europe as 
an 
accomplished performer 
of his ancient art, Miko has 
been named by 
Marceau as 
the mime to carry on his tour 
after October, when 
Mar-
ceau, the world renowned 
Frenchman, will retire. 
Miko will share a stage 
with Marceau in Paris this 
coming 
October, the first 
time Marceau has ever 
appeared with another 
mime. Miko 
has also been 
invited to teach at Marceau's 
school in France. 
Born in Eastern 
Siberia  of 
Polish parents, Miko lost his 
hearing and use of his 
tongue 
in a train accident, deafened 
by the immense 
sound and 
rendered dumb by the 
destruction
 of his vocal 
chords. 







school for the deaf in Poland, 
he was given the nickname 
which was to become his
 
stage name. It was here he 
decided to devote himself to 
mime. 
Among his distinctions, 
his 
pantomime, 
"Silence  of the 
World,"
 filmed in Poland, 
won best film of the 
year  in 
an Eastern Europe 
festival 
and he has appeared in 
several 
motion  pictures 
since the age of 14, under the 
guidance of 
men like Roman 
Polanski,  director of 
"Chinatown."
 
Tickets for Miko's San 
Jose 
performance  start at $3. 










































































































Sell it in the 
Spartan 











































































YORK (AP;  
Next 
month,  an unlikely 







celebrate the bard's 412th 
birthday with adaptations of 
seven of his best-known 
plays. 
They'll be aired from April 
19 through April 25 on more 
than 200 stations,
 but you 
won't find them listed under 
their original
 titles. 
The leadoff show is 
"Murder Most
 Foul," which 
in its 
day  was called 
-Macbeth." "Julius Caesar" 
will be known as "The 
Assassination," 
"Hamlet" 
will be "Long Live the King 
Is Dead" and
 so on. 
While the original plot 
lines 




same has been done to fit 
each show to the 
radio 
series' 53 -minute time limit. 
Parts of the
 dialogue will 
be rewritten to make 
Shakespeare's words more 
understandable to those with 
only a nodding acquaintance
 
with his works. 
The  
man doing the 


































Downtown San Jose, 
around currier from 
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7 P.M.









































Available  at... 
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE (BASS) 
912 TOWN 
& COUNTRY VILLAGE, 
S.J.,  246-1160 
PENINSULA BOX 


































Open 24 Hours 
wrath  of Shakespeare 
purists is 





 of more than 
40 
years  of acting
 and 
writing for radio. 
He said
 he came 
up
 with 






 fact that while 
most
 people study


























































Y La Muerte 
















Associated Students presents 



















All  told 
by

















































 3 days 































Associated  Students and 


















$2.50 student in 
advance 
$3.50 general and at the door 
Tickets at A.S. Business 
Office, San Jose Box 
Office and all Bass Outlr.i, 
Page
 6, March 18, 1976 
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Er n Luse 
Bowlers competing 
By Steve Forsythe 
The final roadblock on the 
path to the National Inter-
collegiate Championships 
for the SJSU men's and 
women's 
bowling teams will 
be this weekend, March 19 
and 20, at the University of 
Oregon. 





against Boise State 
University, Portland State 
University and Santa Clara 
University. The women will 
have to duel University of 
Idaho, Washington State 
University and Boise State. 
The Spartan 
squads 
reached the roll -offs by their 
strong finishes in the 
Associated College Unions-
International ACU-I ) 
Region 15 
Tournament  held 
last month 
at Fresno State 
University.  
Women 













think we're as 
good
 as 
any team up 
there,"  said 
men's coach 
Pat Wiley. -I 
think 
we









said  the lanes
 in the 
Northwest
 have 
a built-in - 





will be a 
considerable
 amount
 of oil 
left 
on the sides
 that the 
lefties 













will be Ron 
Schuler,  who has 
compiled
 a 298 
average  in 
tournament 
play.  Following 
Schuler 
is









SCU is tough 






to the two 
Bay  Area squads. 
"Bowler
 for bowler, I don't 
think the other 
two  teams 
can match Santa Clara and 
San  Jose," said Wiley. 
Diane 








 Glieder, 197, Pat 
Rossler
 and Judy 
Gossett,  
both at 188 and
 Carrie Choy, 
who 




 there last 


































 team to 
beat. But 
last year, 





each  other for 
the title,  in-
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"Our girls have the fun-
damentals down better than 
any other team I've seen, 
even those in last year's 
nationals," said Gregory. "I 
think even if the lane con-
ditions 
are  bad, we'll have a 
good tournament because 
our girls
 have had ex-
perience on all types of 
lanes. 
Experience is important 
"That's  very important 
because not all girls teams 
can 
make  that claim," 
concluded Gregory. 
The teams in Oregon will 
bowl a total of nine games in 
3 -three game 
sets per 
sequence. The winner will be 
determined by total 
pins. 
The Oregon tournament is 
only one of 
eight  which will 
be held this weekend. A total 
of 64 
men and women 
bowling teams will be 





From these roll -offs will 
emerge
 eight winners in both 
categories who will go 
to the 
Nationals the week of May 3. 
In the men's
 competition, 




the National Intramural 
winner and two teams 







By Randy Fre) 
When sports talk echoes in 
a German bar, 
the con-





Golf rarely, if ever, 
is 
mentioned over a glass of 
dark beer, as Achini 
Steinfurth, SJSU golfer, can 
attest. 
-Golf just isn't popular in 
Germany 
yet,"  said Stein-
furth. 
"because  there are no 
public courses. If you want to 
play you have 
to join a 
country club, which is very 
expensive." 
But 
Steinfurth  wanted to 
play,  and starting out as a 
caddie he 
worked  his way 
into being one of the better 
golfers in the country. 
Student visa
 
Currently enrolled at SJSU 
on a three-year student visa, 
Steinfurth
 will be one of six 
golfers representing SJSU 
this week in the Aztec 
Invitational in San Diego."
 
Steinfurth was the low 
qualifier for the Aztec 
Tournament, the first 
tournament he will see ac -
sports
 






 came to 
the  U.S. in 
Atigust








 to the 



















mail  for a year. 
"I wrote






four or five 
schools
 answered." 
Liked Bay Area 
The freshman
 said he 
chose 
SJSU  because he 
"liked  the 
Bay  Area." 
"The 
weather 
is nice in 
California.










































 courses are closed 
in the winter," said Stein-
furth, who 
would travel up to 
200 miles south to find an 
open course, often 
venturing 
as far as northern Italy. 
Injured knee 
Ever with the year-round 




 Jose City 
College  
By Chuck Thrower 
The SJSU 
women's  tennis 
team handily defeated 
San 




The only loss came from 
No. 6 
player  Maureen 
Farran 3-6, 4-6 who ac-
cording to head coach Lyn 
SinClair, 
"Looked  very 
exhausted." 
The No. 1 women's
 ace 
Pricialla 
Grapes,  easily 
defeated 
SJCC's Ruth 
Archer in two straight sets, 
6-2, 6-1. 
Grapes,  originally from 
New Zealand,
 broke her 
opponent's  service about five 
times in the match. 
"It's 
hard  to play against 
someone who is easy. She 
really wasn't that good," 
Grapes said. 
"Braking serve with 
women is not 
that im-
portant," she said, "because 
with women the 
serves
 are a 
lot slower, but with the men 
it is important, 
their serves 
Bunny  Arms 
Cathy Ramirez 




Facing what Coach Butch 
Krikorian called 
"West 
Valley's best team in the 
schools history," the
 SJSU 
tennis team throttled the 
Vikings 6-3 
Tuesday  on the 
South Campus courts. 
Top man Joe Meyers was 
taken 
to
 three sets before 
disposing 
WVC's  no. 1 
man  
Bill Harper, 4-6, 6-4, 6-2. 
As
 the doubles portion of 
the match began, the SJSU 
victory had already been 
assured. 
With  that in mind, 
the netters 
proceeded
 to drop 
two of three matches. 
"It's very difficult to get 
up for a junior college 
team," said Krikorian, "The 
guys were not putting out 100 
per cent." 
One Spartan who "put out" 






 The senior 
business major won in 



























the Bay Area 
compete
 for 
Canada  and 
SJSU. 
The squad faces Idaho 
State University today at 2 
p.m. 
on
 the SJSU courts 
before hosting San Francisco 
















24 Hour Service on Black and 
White Developing and Printing, 
Kodachrome
 Movies and Slides. 
 66 S FIRST, DOWNTOWN SAN
 JOSE 
 99 N 
























and CSU Long 
Beach before 
finishing the 




Breen wins easily 
Other wins in order of rank 
on the team came from 
Debbie Breen who shutout her 
opponent in the first set 6-0 
but had trouble in the second 
winning narrowly 7-5. 
"I started to relax after 
the first set and she just 




Rang recorded the 
longest and hardest match of 
the day.
 
Playing on a 
bandaged  
ankle, Rang took one-and -




Seniors Libby Graham and 
Cathy Ramirez both won 
their matches in straights 
set 
7-5, 




"It was a pretty
 easy 
match," Ramirez said. 
In the  doubles contest, the 
No. 1 team of Breen and 
Rang 
won  6-1, 6-2. 
Grapes and 
Graham  
shutout their doubles op-
ponents in the first set 6-0 
and the second won 6-1. 
The No. 3 team of Kiln 
Muller and 








admitted that "we should 
beat them, they're not that 
good," and beat them they 
did. 
However, the head mentor 
said, "Most of 
the girls are 
tired and I'm tired too." 
"We 
want  this (the 
championship)  so bad that 
we are working
 too hard, and 
have 
become  tired," Sin -
Clair said. 
SinClair 
predicts  that by 
the end
 of the season 
the  
squad will 














































this  year 
because of a knee injury 
suffered in early 
September.  
lie had
 injured the same 
knee skiing a few years 
earlier, but 
thought  nothing 
about it. 
"I
 was walking between 
shots and I must have 
stepped 
in a hole," said 
Steinfurth.
 
"It swelled up and
 I had to 
have an operation. I couldn't 
play again until 
January."  
But now that the red-
haired freshman 
is back to 
full strength, Vroom expects 
him to take off, 
with a good 
chance 
of
 seeing plenty of 






"Achim has great 
determination and steady 
practice habits, and they 
can't help 
but pay off for 
him," said the coach. 
Steinfurth's ultimate goal 
is to someday play on the 
Professional Golf Tour, but 
to get 
there he said will 





The practice will start 
when the 
current  season is 
over, with the German 
import heading back to his 
native homeland to resume 













 in a 
field of about 
60 clubs. 
After
 that it 





 back across the 







roommate, Jeff Gwinn, in 
Seattle, and 
the two will 
compete
 together
 in the 
tournament. 
Then




















































































































Dryer's Ice Cream 
2288 Lincoln Ave. (near 






Sat 1115 lan, 
NU IMOM 
MN







pants at an 
unbeatable  price.









































































































 All entries bowl 4 
games qualifying. 
Top  6 
men 
and top 6 women 
return Saturday for 
head -to -
head
 finals. Entry 
fee  $2.50 per 
person.  Prizes 
include tickets







gift  certificates 
from San 
Jose Box 
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Kathy Giles may not be 
"anybody" but the world is 
made




sophomore, Kathy has been 




school and has brought that 
experience to the SJSU 
women's 
tennis  team. 
When 
Kathy  first started 
in the growing sport, she 
played on the men's varsity 
team in high school. 
Kathy and her female 
partner were the number one 
doubles players on the team. 
"It was good experience 
For us," she said. "The only 
problem was that lots of 
times  our opponents 
wouldn't shake hands
 with 
us. Sometimes they wouldn't 
even come out on the court." 
Prefers singles 
Kathy prefers to play 
singles because that's what 
she has always played. "I 
just have to depend on 




for tracksters'  big 
meet 
By Tarun Patel 
Pride will be the only thing 
at stake for SJSU's track 
team this Saturday when 
they compete in the Stanford 
relays at Stanford Stadium. 
According to assistant 
coach Don Riggs, the non -
scoring meet will only be a 
tune-up for the big track 
meet against Oregon State 
and UC Irvine next Wed-
nesday at Bud Winter Field. 
"The relays are just to 
keep us going. As far 
as 
we're concerned this meet 
has very low emphasis," 
Riggs said. 
Without prospects 
Because of the 
importance  
of Wednesday's meet, SJSU 
will not enter its three top 
prospects at Stanford, 
sprinter Ron Whitaker, 
hurdler Dedy Cooper
 and 
miler Dan Gruber. 
"Whitaker and Cooper are 
just coming off injuries 
and I 
don't want them to risk 
further injury," Riggs said, 
"I want them to 
be ready for 
Oregon




needs a rest after running 
both the mile and 
the  2 -mile. 
Gruber
 won the mile in a 
personal best 4:03.8 
last 
Saturday against UCLA and 
placed second in the 
2-mile 
at 9:04. 
"Oregon State and Irvine 
have 
some outstanding 
distance runners so Gruber's 
gonna have his hands full," 
he added. 
Field 
events  key 








from their entrees in the 
field  events. 
Shot putter Ron Semkiw, 
who was named 
university 
division
 "athlete of the 
week" after his school  
record toss of 64-1'4 
against 
the 
Bruins, will be relied 
upon heavily in that event. 
Other Spartan hopefuls in 
the field events will be Mike 




Weeks set a lifetime best 
against the Bruins 
with a 
toss of 
63-9  in the shot putt 
and Staengel heaved 
the 
javelin a 
personal  best 223-3. 
Johnson will 
attempt to 
surpass his triple -jump
 best 
of 51-2'2,
 set earlier this 
month. Freshman Don
 
Finley (48-1012 and senior 
Danny Carter (50-1) are also 




feature track and field 
athletes from 27 Bay 
Area
 
colleges, universities and 
high schools. 
Besides SJSU, the in-
tercollegiate field 
includes  
teams from UC Berkeley, 
CSU 
Hayward,
 Idaho State 
University, CSU Chico, CSU 
Sacramento and Stanford.
 
The meet starts with field 












 by St. 
Mary's,
 4-1 
By Waym Mize 
The Spartan nine out hit St. 
Mary's College, 7-6,  but were 
defeated,
 4-1, Tuesday at 
Moraga. 
The Gaels scored two runs 
in the 
second  inning off 
starter Steve Friar and SJSU 
was never able to catch 
them.
 
The Spartans scored once 
in the seventh after 
falling  
behind 4-0. 
SJSU used three pitchers 
with Charlie Wyatt 
relieving  
Friar  in the fourth and Pat 
O'Brien going 
the last three 
innings. Friar, 0-1, was the 
losing pitcher. 
Second  baseman Rich 
Guardino and
 center fielder 
Bill Adamson had two 
hits  
each in the 




SJSU will play five games 
in three days 
starting  Friday 
when 




University.  The 
Spartans 







Saturday  and 
Oregon  
College, Sunday. 
Both  double 
headers
 will 
start at noon and 
will be 
played at 
PAL  Stadium. 
Coach Gene 
Menges said 
of Tuesday's game that even 
though 
the Spartans lost it 
was an "excellently played 
game 
on both parts. We just 
didn't hit after we got men on 
base. Even though we outhit 
them, the guys were unable 
to move the runners over." 
Menges said that the 
pitching staff will get plenty 
of work with the five games 






Friday, and Randy Raphael, 
1-2, and
 Mark Larson, 0-2, 
going Saturday. 
Friar and O'Brien, 1-3, will 














league  play which 
opens 






SJSU is now 9-12 
for the 
season and is batting .245 as 
a team. Guardino leads the 
Spartans in five offensive 














club  with six home 
runs. 
Southpaw O'Brien is the 
workhorse of 
the pitching 
staff with 46 innings pitched. 
O'Brien with an ERA of 
5.25 
has given up 42 hits, 27 
earned runs while 
striking  
out 34 and walking
 21. 
Brown has the best 
record, 





The  staff ERA is 4.85 
for 
165 
innings. Team fielding is 










The JV baseball 
team will 
take on CSC Sonoma this 
afternoon at 1:30 on the 
Spartan
 diamond at S. 10th 
Street.  
The JV's 
played  a non-
league game Tuesday 
against  Willow 
Glen High 
School 
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Kathy  took up tennis "just
 
to be outside." When looking 
at her list of 
other mild 
hobbies her liking for the 
outdoors 
is 
all  the 
more  
evident. 
Among others she likes
 to 
know and water 
ski, back 
pack, hike and even though 
"I was so scared," she en-
joys hang 
gliding. 














possible  men she 
may come 




she  has 
competed 
against  men on 
their 




"I'm conservative up to a 
point. 
It ( women's lib) 
should probably affect me 
more  because 
I'm into 
competitive sports but it 




got to change 






myself  a little
 more. It's 
neat 
that 
we're  into an 








 anyone special 
in Kathy's life right now 
but 
she 
is looking for someone 
who is -sincere, honest
 and 
has  a good sense of 
humor." 
Special someone 
She would also like
 that 
special
 someone to not be 
"hung up on egos or roles 
that women and 
men have to 
play."
 
As for the way things
 look 
for 
this  year's tennis team, 




 dropped out of 
our
 league. They're just too 
emu! for everybody. We have 
a lot of depth this year
 and 
we're really close as a 
team."
 
Aiming  for tourney 
One of the things 
Kathy  
and her doubles partner 
Maureen Farm 
are aiming 
for this season is the Ojai 
















 in the 
state  are 
available.  
allowed 
to play. "We have a 









is that they are 
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and  information 
Associated Students office or 371 
6811 
Free
 magazine -Truth 
of Life 
(POsitive
 thinking) magazine. 193 
1588 19 a.m.
 to
 5 p.m./ 
SPARTAN PUB ANNOUNCES new
 
hours! Mon. Tues, Wed, Thurs 
IIAM 8PM, 
Fri.  IIAM 8PM without 
Sand, With 
band til 12.00 AM 
Reduced prices 
during happy  hours, 
4.6 
daily;  Scents off glass. 35 
cents 
off 
pitcher  The 
Spartan
 Pub -borne 
of the 12 or 
draught,
 edibles, 
notables, potables, peanuts! 
Hours 
for the Great Savory Soup, Salad 
and Sandwich
 Society are 11AM 
IPM Monday Friday
 
g RIDAL FAIRE 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
High
 quality Wedding Photography 
anywhere









 the full  services of a PRO 
FESSIONAL 
Photographer. 72 
prints of your choice,  a gOld and 
white "Our Wedding" album,
 a 
complete 
set of color slides, and 
B
RIDE  KEEPS ALL 
NEGATIVES
 
There is no 




 in Northern 
California,
 and no time 
limits 
Additional 
retouched  textured color 
prints
 may be 
purchasedat any time 









Make  an 
en 














help  you 
design 
your wedding bouquets and 




IS pm. For FREE BRIDAL 








every Thurs. 8 p m 
at
 the Wornen's 
Center,
 20 to 50 gay men use
 their 
common bond to learn, 












Tarnberg  137 
Escobar
 Ave. Phone 
356 4248.
 Los Gatos 
The 
Peer.Dropin  Center 
is for you. 
We 





 can discuss personal 
problems, hassles,
 relationships, or 
lust
 come  in and talk We 
donut do 
-therapy" but we do listen, give 
feedback, 
and offer alternatives 
Workshops 
in men's lib, newly 














education in the 
U 
S.
 and cross culturally.
 Student 
field work available 
Reynolds
 
BrOdy Th 44.45. ED 434,
 
SALE! Raw uncooked honey 69 cents 
lb.
 Sale! at Peacock Natural Foods, 
open 9arn 10pm, 
50





















keep the negatives! 
Call  
















beginning and intermediate 
students
 Now








lovely junk March 10th nifty 
thrift store. S76
 W. Santa Clara. 295 
6755. 
ART SALE, Art
 Dept Mon Mar 22, 



















 Woodside, Rep. 
Where  were you 
in '627 Friday 
Flicks 
presents  American 
Grafitti.  Morris 





If, SO cents Next week 
Murder
 on the Orient Express 1511 
automotive 
civ 
Liatsun  510, 
original


















































 19. 50 
tents 



























balance, water level gram scale --
many others. 









 Ith, 295 7438. 
Mazda '72








otter 279 4587 evenings 








Astral Slalom ski boots. Size 
S.
 good condition. 
S60.  277.6458. 
68 1600 BMW -Good condition, new 




aft.  40 m weekdays,  anytime 
weekends. 
Kawasaki '4, G 5, 
100. Enduro, street, 
and trail; like new; rack,  trunk, 
and  
lots of other extras, $4000ffer 265 
919$  









Divorce Sale-65 Mustang, bed 
frame,
 










TEACHERS  AT ALL LEVELS. 









time openings  available. Tel. 
solicitors





E Gish Rd. 998-1554. 
PART.T1ME JOB




includes  clerking in store, 
cleaning
 and scrubbing. Pay
 is 52.50 
hr. plus free rent on apt. Call 
only  
between 







permanent.  Europe. Australia, 
S 
America,












Box 4490, Berkeley. Ca. 94701. 
SALES -Honda Cycles. Pref. 
Grad 
Student. Weekends,
 Aft., Summers, 
Must have retail & cycling exp. We 



















 - - - -  --
Fashion-Figure 
models needed ter 
prospective  magazine layOuts such 
as 
PlaybOy.  















end  of March. Cali 
Nina,  295-31411. 
Earn MOO fOr
 only 6 hours work!  
Weber Barbeque 
Kettles  needs 
demonstrators  for 
major  
retail 
chains If veu 




well groomed and 
reliable,
 drop by the 
Career
 
Placement and  






envelopes Work at 
home,  own 
hours  Many companies need your 
service 
For information, rush 52% 
and self addressed stamped 
en 








 KIDS is in 
need of 
families willing to provide 





















acceptable  Call 
358  9617 
Babysitter 
needed,  two evenings. 4 











speaking native. 736 1824 
evenings.
 
PRIVATE ROOM for girl. Full home & 
kit. 





Harry's Girls.426 S 7th St. 250-127 
ROOM FOR RENT. Clean, private, 




 berm w private 
bath Fury.















ly. Clean and quiet, prefer non 
smelters  617 So fah St 
after
 1 pm. 
Beautiful 
rooms  near campus Men
--
00S.911, St from 75 mo  kit priv . 
297 9016; Girls -278 S 10th across 
Bus Bldg.. from 65mo shared 99 




Large 1 Nan apts 




parking.  439 S. 






Share a 2 bdr. apt,  close 
to school. 
582.50 mo., free cable TV -I'm
 






to share furnished 
apt. win, 
same. Own ream. .7 blk. to SJSU. 
$73, 
util





bedroom  furnished apt 
545













rent  furnished, 
clean,  Quiet 
room.. 7 blk
 from campus. Rettig in 
every teem.








 Irge,  furn, 
studios  and 1 br, or w 
carpets, swim pool, 
recreation  
room, dead bolt security locks, 620 
SO. 9th








 all utll pd, 




Call  2888356 evenings
 






 to share with 
same 
Cell 






















 six blocks from campus, 
three 





 front and 
rear, charming









in super nice 
Santa Clara 




schools,  shopping, bus 
Singles  OK! 
$350. No fee 













 call 295 




   hr
 
ba . apt 
in 




 and clean.  call Karen 
194 2772. eve 268 3518, need by 3 17 
lost and 
found  
Lost on campus, lades gala 
ring.
 1924 PBS. Finder
 please phone 
769 9413 after 4 p m 




S10 Red & White collars Answers to 
Bounce 












 backpacking base 
is now 








student pocket books Located 
around
 the corner from Peanuts
 at 
75 5 
Ith Si in the rear 9911021


















dissertations,  Marianne 
Tamberg, 137 




Palo Alto Center 






doctrine of Zionism as racism. is 
a 
travesty  
upon the truth 
Eldridge
 
Cl  . 
Teddybear-You are 
the  only warm. 
cuddly, lovable perfect
 
man  for 
me. 
I love you 
Little Girl. 
Wi A   Needed for collision of Ng 




 at 4 pm. Call 




Sorry  tOr last night  
It was 
a slip 
of the tongue 
Signed. 
Paul  





Grafitti  Morris 
Dailey Aud 





SO cents. Next 
week  





Birthday People! and I love 











Need  help with sex 




free sex counseling services
 on 
campus
 for all students,
 gay. 
straight, or bisexuals. Call 277 2966 
or drop by Building 
K for in 
formation or 







 bring you 
personal service at the lowest 
prices Fragrant bouquets and 
lovely arrangements will create
 a 
splendid look for your wedding You 
can also design a special memory
 
with






or all A special 
gift with your floral 
order  Call Luv's Flowers
 for in 
formation or appointment  378 8044 
eves 




Communication  & contacting skills 
workshop
 evadable to you free For 




and  Sauna 
Bath,  Student 
rates. 298
 1603, Sainte Claire Hotel 
North valley  
secretarial 
%yr,




 letters 75 cents
 per page 
and up 
Fast accurate reasonable 
262 1923 






From loose sheet 






96 p m available
 at KOPt 
SYSTEMS, 







 or leave 
your work for us 
TO

















decorations  Whether your 
Wedding
 IS a small one 







saving our customers 3050 
perceni  
off florist prices. 













Ph 996 1252 
HOUSEPAINTING. 
Interior, Ex 






 now for free estimate 
290-4036. after 6 p m 
CASH FOR
 QUALITY USED BOOKS 
& 
RECORDS
 Recycle Bookstore. 
98 
E San

























Ride needed to school from Santa Cruz 
MWF 






 Call Jerk, 462 1372
 









ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd No 4, 
L A California 90049 TEL 
17131  
026 5669. 826 0955 
- ----- - 
EUROPE.. PALMA de MAJORCA.. 
SPAIN TAHITI MEXICO AFRI 




1 D EURAIL AND BRITRAIL 




SHIPS STUDENT TOURS WITHIN 
EUROPE INTER EUROPEAN 
FLIGHTS INSURANCE 
FREE 
TRAVEL INFO Contact 
Roi  B 
Davis
 
14081  354 
5147 at Student 








 314,  Los Gatos, Ca 95030 
LOW COST CHARTER FLIGHTS 70 




GOW. DJBL IN, SHANNON 
BRus 
SECS MADRID,  AND HON/ -
KONG STILL SEATS 70 LONDON 







































































Minimum Three Linas One Day 
Semester
 rate tall issuesl
 $2500 


































ititteis  .ind 
spaces toi each iinel
 
Point n   
Phone    
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-negotiate  their marriage. 
By Pat Callahan 
Before
 saying "I 
do"  and 
vowing to 
love,  honor and 
obey, 
one  should 
be sure to 
read all the 














































































will begin at 
10 














The symposium is open 
to all students, said 
Donita 
Jones,
 an SJSU graduate 
student  and 
member
 of 






going to be a 































































































Deal with Client 
Love," "Body and Touch
 
Communications
 as it 







will be the 
topics of three 
one -hour sessions 
begining  





to the public. Admission is 
$1 for 










1-4 Jo) cc 
Lage 
Now that
 Dr. Harold 
DeBey
 has handed 
in his 
resignation 




 must begin a search 
for a 




 is quite 
sure  just what a 
provost  is. A 
job description has 
never 
existed 
for the post. 
New College
 is an ex-
perimental program 
designed to give 
students an 
alternative to the traditional 
education system through 
more  independent study. 
Academic Vice President 
Hobert Burns met with the 
students and faculty of New 
College
 last week to discuss 
informally how
 they will go 
about looking for a 
replacement. 
Wants search committee 
Burns said 
a search 
committee should be ap-
pointed from 
among  the 
regular
 full-time faculty. He 
said at least one 
student 
could 
serve  on the com-
mittee, but the majority 
must be made
 up of teaching 
faculty. 
The only faculty 
members  
eligible to serve on the 
committee are Patricia 
Fagan, C.R. Margolin, John 
Douglas,
 Beata 
Panagopoulos and Harold 
DeBey. 
Burns added, however, the 
executive committee of the 
Academic 
Senate voted to 
include
 a school 
dean
 on the 
committee.
 
He said the dean 
would be 
appointed













they would not 
be able to choose
 an acting 




none of them are tenured full 
professors
 and would not 
qualify  for a permanent 
position. 
"I 
really am concerned 
that New College
 survives" 
in its present form, Burns 
said. 
"Those  that have 
worked in it know it best." 
He 
added he could "not 
think of any reason 
why" 
New 
College  could not pick 
an acting provost out of the 
current faculty. 
President John Bunzel 
'would  probably approve,''
 
Burns said. 
The group also expressed 
concern that New College 
would have control over 
who 





ultimate decision rests with 
Bunzel, "The president is not 





 student questioned 
Burns 















 a six -week 
group program to 
improve 
reading
 skills beginning in 




 assistant. The 
exact starting date 
is
 yet to 
be determined. 
The no
-credit,  no -grade
 








director  of the 
program. 
Students will work in 
groups
 of 10 with 
persons 
who are
 stronger in certain 
areas helping the weaker 
students,
































students are to be on the 
search 
committee.  




 she said. 'We even 




Burns said there could
 be 
more
 than one student on the 
committee as long




Burns said the 
search  did 
not have to be restricted on 
campus, but said New 
College "would be taking a 
risk going 
national  because 
it might end up with 
somebody who doesn't un-
derstand what New College 
is." 
He added if they searched 
nationally,
 the university 
would probably have to 
make the position 
full  time, 
rather than part time as it is 
now. 
If that were done, he said 
some 
temporary  lecturers 
would 
have  to be laid off in 
order to compensate. 
-Once 
















 for an 
acting 
one  first." 
He said 
an acting head 
could serve 
for a maximum 
of one year. 
Burns said he wanted the 
people of New
 College to 
meet among themselves  and 
draw 
up
 a proposal for 
forming
 a search committee.
 
"If I find it 
objectionable  
in any way, I'll get back to 
you," he said. "If I 
don't,  I'll 
take it to the executive 
committee (of the Academic 
Senate)."
 









The FBI and CIA have
 
directed former SJSU 
sociology instructor Harry 
Edwards 
to
 file another 
request for information 




professor at UC Berkeley, 
recently charged the 
FBI 
with conducting secret in-
vestigations on himself and 
his students 
prior  to his 




Information Act, Edwards 
filed a request last month for 
any information that the FBI 
or the 
CIA might have on 
him. 
In separate letters from 
FBI Director Clarence 




 was told the 
information he had included 
in his original request was
 
insufficient,  and he must file 
again.  
According 
to Edwards, the 
FBI said it needed 
more 
information and the 






















for his not 
being  hired full-
time. 
Edwards













However,  Dr. 
T.(' 
Esselstyn, 
chairman  of the 




































Edwards said he believed 
the FBI and CIA 
requests 





Edwards, who was 
a part-
time instructor at SJSU, said 
he had left because he was 
not 




 was told by the 
department chairman that 
the pressure from the 
ad-

































































 Mike Lam 
The liberation





 were two of 
the 
topics
 covered by a panel 
discussion  on 
contemporary  
China 
held recently in 
the 
Science Building. 
Panel participants were 




professor: May Hu, coor-
dinator of culture and 
education for the Chinese-
American Women's Club of 
Santa Clara County, and 
Chang
-Lien  Tien, 
mechanical engineering de-
partment chairman at UC 
Berkeley.
 
"All of our 
panelists have 
visited China in the past few 
years," 
said
 Harris Martin, 
panel moderator, "so 
they're  
eminently 
qualified to speak 
on the 
subject." 
The concept of women's 
liberation is more advanced 
in China than 
in the U.S.. 
according to Hu. 
"China  is still a poor 
country," she told the 




licenses ok  
legislators
 
SACRAMENTO (API - 
Forty-two  of California's 119 
legislators have co-signed a 
measure 
to
 place in the 
Constitution a guarantee of 
the right to 
own handguns, 
rifles and shotguns without 
licenses. 
That's 
the word from Sen. 
11.1.. Richardson. R -Arcadia, 
who introduced the 
amend-
ment Tuesday. 
Richardson, an official 
of 
the National Rifle 
Association, 
is the 
legislature's most outspoken 
opponent of 
efforts  to restrict 
firearms. 
Richardson appeared at a 
news  conference with other 




Presley, D -Riverside, a 
former 
under -sheriff of 
Riverside County. 
Presley said, 
"If I really 
had my druthers, there 
would be no 






 and seizure 
would 
prevent authorities 
from rounding up 
handguns  
from persons determined to 
keep them.
 
"Because  of 
this, the 
Chinese are 
trying  to develop 
themselves,








 more than 
400 million 
women





women  in 
China 
are on more equal 
ground with 
men and can 
accurately  boast 
of 'holding 
up half 
of the sky.' " 
However, Hu said China 
still has 
a long way to go to 
achieve total equality 
because many 
important  job 
positions are still held 
almost 
exclusively






 are about 
1,500 male teachers com-
pared to 650 female teachers 
at one Chinese university she 
visited.
 
The panel also talked of 
China's philosophy of 
"serving the people." 
Credo large factor 
This credo, the panelists 
said,  was a large factor in 
the improvement of China's 
health services, agriculture 
and overall general 
state. 
Chin said China's 
"barefoot 
doctors"  
epitomized the concept of 
"serving the people." 
"The  'barefoot








 to the 
rural areas 














 is also 



























Nickum,  "but 






helping  others 
instead of 
yourself. They 









in turn are divided
 into 











 and a portion 
is 
sent to the state 
and a por-
tion is 
kept  for the 
collec-
tive." 
The event was 
co-
sponsored
 by the Chinese 
Student 
Association,  the 
Center 
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